
 

Introduction 

I returned this week to Riyadh from a long-deferred vacation at my home in 

Warrenton, Virginia, with a 10-day excursion to Harpswell, Maine and points 

between. I was impressed by the general determination to resume more normal 

lives, and the cheerful and optimistic attitudes I observed in the face of all 

challenges.  

 

As covid travel and office access restrictions ease, the Middle East Council of 

American Chambers of Commerce (MECACC), which I chair, is planning a 

September 19 – 23 Washington Doorkock, an annual event in which we promote the 

interests of American business with our congressional and administrative leadership. 

While our mission will of necessity be more modest than in more normal times, we 

expect participants from American Chambers in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Doha, Kuwait, 

Bahrain, Riyadh and beyond. 

 

As usual, our first focus will be on the U.S./GCC trade relationship, and ways in 

which our government can support and promote American business in our region 

through positive trade and tax initiatives, to the benefit of our national economy; a 

summary of our position on tax and trade-related programs and issues follows. 

 



Our Position 

 

The Middle East Council of American Chambers of Commerce (MECACC), 

representing U.S. AmChams in Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, 

Qatar, Bahrain and Oman, supports initiatives to help U.S. companies and 

individuals compete effectively in exporting, investing and working overseas, 

including tax reduction and reform, elimination of burdensome regulations and 

reliable and affordable export finance.  

 

Pro-Growth Tax Reform 

 

For our economy to grow and thrive by effectively serving the 95% of potential 

consumers living outside the U.S., where American goods, capital, management and 

intellectual property are highly valued, U.S. companies and workers should be 

allowed and encouraged to compete on equal terms.  

 

To assure prosperity, growth and full employment, we support efforts to maximize 

GDP growth by establishing a globally competitive corporate tax rate, taxing 

corporations and individuals based on residence not citizenship (as our major trade 

competitors all do), reducing excessive regulation, boosting domestic energy 

production and expanding and deepening trade relationships in ways that benefit 

U.S. companies and workers. 

 

While the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) advanced these goals, American 

businesses continue to face competitive disadvantages abroad, where American 

individuals in particular face uniquely onerous tax burdens. 
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Repatriation of Stranded Profits 

 

In addition to reducing the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%, TCJA also moved to 

territorial tax for corporations, thereby ending an anachronistic, trade-damaging 

system of double taxation of profits earned and already taxed overseas. 

 

The TCJA also imposed a one-time 8% repatriation tax on profits from overseas 

subsidiaries, and 15.5% for cash. While this has to some degree facilitated 

repatriation of stranded profits by U.S. businesses with foreign subsidiaries, much of 

the $2.5 - 3 trillion remains outside the U.S..  Foreign profits should be spared U.S. 

tax altogether, not only to remove our current competitive disadvantage, but most 

importantly to stimulate our own economy.   

 

Corporate Tax 

 

The U.S.’s pre-TCJA 35% corporate tax rate was the highest of any Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) country. At 21% our current rate 

remains among the highest, thereby discouraging companies from investing in the 

U.S. We support the original plan to lower the corporate tax rate to 15%, to attract 

investment and create American jobs. 

 

While the corporate tax formerly generated some 30% of federal revenue, even pre-

TCJA this had fallen below 9%: 

 

“corporations spend hundreds of millions devising ways to avoid the income tax. If 

we eliminate the tax, the firms could spend that money for capital investment and job 

creation.” 
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Further, at 21% we remain on the high end of OECD rates, driving Caterpillar for 

example to shift spare parts profits to Switzerland with its 6% rate. 

 

Individual Tax 

 

To realize our export potential to Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and other foreign 

markets, our taxes must be competitive. While welcoming the TCJA’s pro-business 

reforms, MECACC supports additional pro-growth measures, including a territorial-

based tax system not only for corporations, but for individuals as well, with wages 

taxed only where earned. Under the current citizenship-based tax regime, to provide 

the same after-tax income employers must pay American workers some 30% more 

than their British or German counterparts in countries like Saudi Arabia and its GCC 

neighbors.  

 

A territorial-based tax system for individuals will boost the American economy as 

follows: 

• Since every American who leaves the U.S. leaves his or her job open for 

others, in addition to creating jobs for Americans overseas it would also 

create jobs for Americans back home.  

• More Americans in decision-making positions overseas means more orders 

for American companies, as Americans in developing supply chains for their 

employers naturally favour U.S. suppliers of goods and services. 

• Americans abroad promote American culture, management style, 

entertainment and social and political values for host nationals, building “soft 

power” and influence in regions like the GCC, that as oases in a much-

troubled region remain not only critical to our energy security and global 

peace, but strong advocates and consumers of many things American. 
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Trade Reform 

 

As strong believers in the benefits of comparative advantage and free trade, we 

support initiatives to restore the proper constitutional role of Congress in tariff policy 

by requiring Congressional approval of tariffs designated under Section 232 of the 

Trade Expansion Act of 1962, along the lines of the “Bicameral Congressional Trade 

Authority Act of 2019.” As the U.S. Chamber of Commerce has written, 

 

“The Chamber is deeply concerned by the unrestricted use of Section 232 to impose 

new tariffs. Tariffs on steel and aluminum imports have harmed U.S. industry and 

elicited retaliatory tariffs from our closest allies, inflicting serious harm on U.S. 

workers, farmers, and small businesses, and undermine U.S. efforts to build an 

international coalition of like-minded countries to combat the use of unfair trade 

practices.” 

 

The letter reiterated the Chamber’s opposition to the “Reciprocal Trade Act (RTA),” 

granting the President unilateral authority to increase U.S. tariffs on imports from any 

foreign country without meaningful congressional oversight.  In introducing the 

Senate version of the bill, Sen. Pat Toomey stated: 

 

“Tariffs on steel and aluminum imported into the United States are taxes paid by 

American consumers. The imposition of these taxes, under the false pretense of 

national security (Section 232), is weakening our economy, threatening American 

jobs, and eroding our credibility with other nations. I’ve seen, first-hand, the damage 

these taxes are causing across Pennsylvania. Over recent decades, Congress has 

ceded its constitutional responsibility to establish tariffs to the executive branch. This 

measure reasserts Congress’s responsibility in determining whether or not to impose 

national security based tariffs. I urge all of my colleagues to join this bipartisan 
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effort.” 

 

Discussion 

 

Our quickest and most effective option to materially improve our economy is to 

simplify the U.S. corporate tax code and align tax rates with global norms.  Despite 

TCJA rate reductions the U.S corporate tax remains the highest in the OECD, and 

significant stranded profits remain overseas to the detriment of shareholders, local 

authorities and the Treasury, and American workers.   

 

We support a tax system that levels the playing field in global markets not only for 

U.S. companies but also for individuals, by taxing overseas profits and salaries only 

where they are earned.  

 

In The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith laid out four principles for effective and fair 

tax systems: (1) equality, (2) clear and plain rules, (3) convenience and (4) efficiency, 

none of which the U.S. system satisfies, being neither equal, clear, plain, convenient 

or efficient. 

 

Repeal FATCA  

 

In 2010 Congress, claiming annual tax losses of $100 billion on foreign assets 

owned by U.S. taxpayers, passed the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 

(FATCA), requiring U.S. citizens with $50,000+ in offshore financial assets to report 

assets held at foreign financial institutions (FFIs), and imposing a punitive 30% tax 

on FFIs for reporting failures.  
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At a time when economic growth and job creation critically depends on encouraging, 

not penalizing, inbound business and investment, the resulting expense and 

administrative burdens have driven FFIs to avoid the U.S. FATCA has already cost 

FFIs countless millions of dollars in compliance costs, far in excess of any tax 

receipts.  

 

FATCA treats law-abiding Americans living overseas as criminals, through an IRS 

enforcement-oriented regime that presumes international taxpayers to be guilty of 

fraud unless proven otherwise, despite a record of generally faithful tax compliance 

by citizens abroad. 

 

The IRS’s FATCA program has been “unsystematic, unjustified, and unsuccessful,” 

requiring Americans to report overseas holdings even where no taxes are owed, 

subject to crushing fines, while FFIs withholding financial information on their 

American clients face a 30% withholding penalty on any U.S.-source deposits, 

leading many to redline Americans as bank customers. 

 

While we support reasonable tax enforcement against overseas taxpayers, ideally 

through multilateral rather than unilateral initiatives, FATCA is not the answer; for all 

these reasons, we support the “Campaign to Repeal FATCA” initiative, as causing 

more harm than good. 

 

FATCA has been criticized for violating Americans’ Fourth Amendment protections 

against search and seizure, resulting in government’s warrantless seizure of 

personal financial information without reasonable suspicion or probable cause. 

Americans overseas should enjoy the same rights as Americans remaining at home. 

By requiring foreign banks to provide detailed information to the IRS on American 

account holders, many Americans are now barred from convenient banking 



services.  

 

FATCA has offended our allies, penalized FFIs, disadvantaged and alienated 

American taxpayers, and seriously handicapped American companies and 

individuals overseas; for these reasons, we call for its repeal. 

 

Ex-Im Bank 

 

In competition with some 85 other export credit agencies (ECAs), the Export Import 

Bank (Ex-Im) helps U.S. companies compete overseas, with $14.6 billion in loans 

and guarantees to GCC countries creating tens of thousands of U.S. jobs, including 

Alcoa’s $13.2 billion joint venture with Ma’adan and Dow Chemical’s $20 billion joint 

venture with Aramco.  

 

Providing trade financing and loan guarantees where commercial banks cannot, Ex-

Im is especially important in helping small businesses turn export opportunities into 

real sales abroad that support good jobs here at home.  

 

While most U.S. exports are financed by commercial banks or the companies 

involved, Ex-Im is sometimes indispensable, since ECA support is often 

required even to bid on many foreign business opportunities.  

 

In addition, aircraft, turbines, and locomotives are typically sold worldwide with strong 

government credit backing, which can often make or break a sale. 

 

Far from burdening taxpayers or subsidizing business, Ex-Im fees have generated 

$7 billion in revenue for the U.S. Treasury over the past 25 years, over and above 

amounts appropriated.  



Conclusion 

 

Competitive corporate and individual tax rates, easier repatriation of foreign 

earnings, a pro-business regulatory environment, expanded domestic energy 

production and trade deals that promote U.S. exports all play critical roles in creating 

U.S. jobs, accelerating our national economic growth and in restoring American 

prosperity, and deserve the support of Congress. 

 

Upcoming Holidays, Events, Webinars, and Conferences 

• USSBC Program: For a schedule of upcoming U.S.-Saudi Business Council 

(USSBC) events and webinars see here. 

• National Day: September 23 

• Red Sea Film Festival: December 6-15 

  

COVID-19 Status, Restrictions, Aid, and Enforcement 

• Status: Saudi Arabia reports as of August 21, 2021, a sustained decline in 

COVID cases, with: 

o 409 new coronavirus cases daily, led by Riyadh, Jeddah, and ‘Afif; 

o 5,242 active cases, 541,610 cumulative;  

o 710 recoveries daily, 527,899 cumulative (>98% recovery rate);  

o 11 deaths daily, 8,469 cumulative (<2% fatality rate);  

o 68,672 tests administered daily; 
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o 33,575,807 vaccine doses administered. 

• Vaccines: Saudi Arabia has approved both the Pfizer, Oxford-AstraZeneca, 

Johnson and Johnson, and Moderna vaccines for import and use. Inoculation 

is not compulsory. Health authorities have initiated a major vaccination 

campaign, which consists of several phases scheduled to be completed by 

late 2021. The stated goal is to reach 80% population immunity.  

o Registration: Registration for the vaccine is now available for citizens 

and residents. To register, visit here or use 

the iOS or Android “Sehanty” apps. Within 24 hours applicants will 

receive a message providing a date for receiving vaccine doses.  

o Vaccines for Adolescents: Saudi Arabia will start inoculating young 

people aged 12 to 18 against COVID with the Pfizer-BioNtech vaccine 

after it was approved by the Saudi Food and Drug Authority. The 

Ministry of Education said it plans to vaccinate 2,726,516 students 

through vaccination centers approved by the Ministry of Health before 

the start of the academic year. 

o 50% Vaccination Rate: Half of the population of Saudi Arabia 

has received a vaccine. 

o Safety of Mixing Vaccines: The Ministry of Health has reaffirmed the 

safety of the mixing of vaccines approved in the Kingdom. 

o Vaccines for Recoverees: The Ministry of Health announced that 

those who have recovered from COVID can still receive two doses of 

a vaccine. 
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Public Sector Updates  

• Anti-Corruption Push: Saudi Arabia announced the arrest of 207 employees 

across about a dozen government ministries in the latest anti-corruption 

sweep. 

  

Corporate / Employment 

• USSTG Updates: For the latest updates from the US-Saudi Trade Group 

(USSTG), see here. 

• New Professional Licenses for Construction Sector: The Ministry of 

Municipal and Rural Affairs and Housing will begin professional licenses for 

16 job categories in 2022. 

• Foreign Investor Licenses: Saudi Arabia issued 478 new foreign investor 

licences in the first quarter of this year – the highest number since records 

began in 2005. 

• Mass Termination of Yemenis: Tens of thousands Yemenis, primarily in 

southern Saudi Arabia, are being terminated from employment. 

  

Legal 

• Al Tamimi Legal Magazine: For Al Tamimi Law’s latest magazine issue (July 

2021, focus is on family business, real estate, and construction), see here. 
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Visas, Travel, and Repatriation 

• Travel Resumes: Saudi Arabia has lifted its ban on travelers from all 

countries except the UAE, Ethiopia, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Egypt, Lebanon, 

Turkey, Brazil, Argentina, South Africa, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan.  

o Travel Guidelines: For an outline of travel guidelines to and from 

Saudi Arabia, see here. For Saudia’s travel guidelines, see here.  

o Visa Extensions: The General Directorate of Passports (Jawazat) 

has clarified that exit and reentry visas of expatriates who are outside 

the Kingdom can be extended electronically through the employer’s 

Absher or Muqeem platform, after paying fees through the SADAD 

payment system. 

o Saudi Citizens: Vaccinated Saudi citizens may also resume 

international travel, though they are banned from direct or indirect 

travel without prior permission to Libya, Yemen, Armenia, 

Afghanistan, Syria, Iran, Somalia, Belarus, India, Lebanon, Turkey, 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Venezuela. 

o Tawakkalna Requirements: The General Authority of Civil Aviation 

(GACA) requires airlines operating in the Kingdom that boarding 

passes can only be issued to passengers who have either been 

vaccinated or have not been infected as registered in the Tawakkalna 

application. GACA said that Tawakklana is mandatory for entering 

airports and boarding flights in the Kingdom. 

o Health Insurance Requirements: Foreign visitors who come to 

Saudi Arabia are required to have health insurance coverage against 

COVID-19 infection. 
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o Institutional Quarantine Requirement: All non-Saudi unvaccinated 

arrivals in the Kingdom must undergo a week-long institutional 

quarantine starting May 20. Foreign visitors arriving by air from most 

countries are exempted from the quarantine if they have been 

vaccinated. Approved vaccines are Johnson & Johnson, Moderna, 

Pfizer, and AstraZeneca.  

o COVID Test Requirement: Non-Saudi travelers over eight years old 

must show a negative PCR Covid-19 test result less than 72 hours 

old. 

o Immunization Portal: Saudi Arabia has launched an online portal for 

travelers to register immunization data. 

• Sinovac and Sinopharm Recipients Allowed: Saudi Arabia has reversed 

its decision barring the entrance of Sinovac recipients into the country; 

Sinovac is now on the Kingdom’s list of recognized vaccines for travel, 

though both Sinovac and Sinopharm recipients must acquire an additional 

booster shot of an approved vaccine before entering the Kingdom. 

• Free Visa Extensions: Saudi Arabia has started the automatic extension of 

visas and residency permits of expatriates stranded abroad who are citizens 

of 13 countries to September 30. 

• IATA Travel Pass Implementation: Saudi Arabia will use the International 

Air Transport Association (IATA) Travel Pass to confirm pre-departure 

COVID-19 test results for departing and arriving passengers from September 

30. 
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Business / Economy  

• General: 

o GDP Growth: Saudi Arabia’s GDP recorded a positive growth rate of 

1.5% for the first time since the start of COVID-19 pandemic in Q2 

2021, compared to the same period in 2020. 

o Non-Oil Sector Growth: Saudi Arabia's economy is recovering well 

from the pandemic, and the non-oil recovery that started in H2 2020 is 

expected to continue with non-oil growth projected at 4.3% this year, 

with overall GDP growth seen at 2.4%. 

o Shrinking Deficit: Saudi Arabia posted a deficit of $1.23 billion in Q2 

2021, a 38% recovery from the same period last year. 

• Finance, Insurance, Investment, and Sovereign Wealth: 

o PIF Activision Stake: The Public Investment Fund (PIF) has bought 

4.4 million shares in the video game maker Activision Blizzard. 

o PIF Pagani Stake: The PIF has bought a stake in Italian luxury car 

maker Pagani. 

• Real Estate, Construction, Infrastructure, and Megaprojects: 

o Riyadh Residential Boom: Riyadh led the residential market boom in 

Saudi Arabia in the second quarter of this year, with residential 

transactions up 77% from 2021. 

o Riyadh Housing Expansion Plans: The National Housing Company 

(NHC) aims to add 147,000 housing units in the capital Riyadh over 

the next few years. 
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o Red Sea Airport Update: According to The Red Sea Company 

(TRSDC), the Red Sea International Airport is scheduled for 

completion by the end of 2022. 

• Industry, Utilities, Desalination, and Logistics: 

o No significant recent developments. 

• Defense:  

o US Military Storage Sites: The US Army Corps of Engineers is 

looking to build storage facilities at Saudi bases in the vicinity 

of Jeddah and Al-Taif. 

o Sky Guard Drone Production: Two Saudi companies have inked an 

agreement to co-produce and further develop the Sky Guard drone 

for operational use. 

• Tourism, Hospitality, Culture, and Entertainment: 

o No significant recent developments. 

• Retail, Luxury, and E-Commerce:  

o Mall Rents Decline: Saudi Arabia’s retail sector is still suffering from 

lower-than-average footfall, leading to a fall in rental prices at 

shopping malls. 

• Religion:  

o Ban on Foreign Pilgrims Lifted: Saudi Arabia has resumed allowing 

vaccinated foreigners to undertake Umrah. 

• Education: 
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o No significant recent developments. 

• Healthcare: 

o  No significant recent developments. 

• Technology and Telecom: 

o Data and AI Market Growth: Saudi Arabia’s big data and artificial 

intelligence (AI) market could reach $891.7 million in five years, 

according to a recent report. 

• Food and Agriculture: 

o No significant recent developments. 

• Natural Resources, Mining, and Environment: 

o Cloud Seeding Project: The Saudi National Center of Meteorology 

(NCM) announced that it is preparing to start a cloud seeding project 

in Asir and Al-Baha as part of the Kingdom’s pursuit for new sources 

of water. 

• Oil and Energy: Oil prices most recently stand on August 21 at $67.77 pbb 

for Saudi oil (Arab Light) and $62.14 pbb for West Texas Intermediate (WTI). 

o Arabian Sun: For Aramco’s most recent weekly newsletter (August 

18) see here. 

o Aramco Profit Growth: Aramco reported a stunning 288% increase 

in net income to $25.5 billion for Q2, while maintaining its dividend of 

$18.8 billion. 
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o Aramco Oil Production Expansion: Saudi Aramco plans to have 

550,000 barrels per day (bpd) more in oil production capacity by 2025 

when the expansion projects on two major oilfields are complete. 

o Aramco Gas Pipeline Sale: Aramco is looking to raise at least $17 

billion from the sale of a significant minority stake in its gas pipelines. 

o Wind Farm: Saudi Arabia's first wind farm, with a capacity of 400 

MW, has started power generation. 

o Solar Plant: Aramco is joining a group led by ACWA Power to build a 

nearly $1 billion solar power plant in the kingdom. 

  

Geopolitical 

• WTO Complaint: Saudi Arabia has filed a complaint with the World Trade 

Organization over anti-dumping duties imposed by the European Union on 

imports of a chemical compound used in the production of synthetic fibers 

and plastic bottles. 

• Yemen: Houthi forces continue to target Saudi Arabia with drones and 

missiles. 

  

GCC  

• Forecasted Revenue Surge: According to a Washington think tank, oil price 

recovery will result in large government revenue gains for Saudi Arabia, the 

UAE, Kuwait, and Qatar. 

• Afghanistan Evacuations: The UAE, Qatar, and Bahrain are all aiding 

efforts to airlift refugees from Kabul and temporarily house them. 
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• UAE: 

o New COVID Enforcement Measures: The UAE Attorney-

General has issued an updated list of fines and penalties. 

o Non-Oil Sector Growth: The UAE's non-oil private sector expanded 

at its fastest pace in two years in July as demand rebounded from the 

pandemic. 

o Etihad Losses: Abu Dhabi’s national carrier Etihad on Tuesday 

reported core operating losses of $400 million for the first half of the 

year, driven by a 68% drop in passenger revenue. 

o End of Sterilization Program: Abu Dhabi has confirmed that its 

National Sterilisation Programme and resulting restrictions on 

movements at night will end as of August 19. 

o UK Flight Resumptions: Emirates and Etihad are resuming flights to 

the UK. 

• Qatar:  

o Ambassador to Saudi Arabia: Qatar has appointed a new 

ambassador to Saudi Arabia. 

• Kuwait:  

o Budget Deficit: Kuwait's budget deficit increased 174.8% in the 

2020-21 year to $35.5 billion. 

o Budget Cuts: The Kuwaiti Cabinet has ordered all government 

departments to reduce spending from the current fiscal year 

budget by no less than 10%. 
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• Bahrain: 

o Deficit Growth: Bahrain's government deficit reached $1.38 billion in 

H1 2021, down 35% compared with the same period a year ago. 

• Oman: 

o COVID Protocol Easing: Oman will ease a curfew by reopening 

public buildings, malls and restaurants, and resuming public events. 

 

Other 

• Miscellaneous: For earlier developments, see here. 

 

 

Resources 

• Previous Newsletters 

• Ministry of Health Dashboard 

• Ministry of Health Coronavirus Guidance 

• New Companies Law (English) 

• Chamber of Commerce Global Policy Dashboard 

• Ministry of Investment Guide to Business Continuity 

• US-Saudi Business Council 

• Saudi-US Trade Group 
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• American Community of Saudi Arabia Newsletters 

• US Embassy in Saudi Arabia 

• US State Department Travel Information 

 

   

 

 

We will be happy to provide more specific advice in the context of particular 
circumstances, concerns, and priorities; please let us know. 
 

Christopher H. Johnson, Managing Attorney  

 

 

 

Disclaimer: While the above information was gathered from sources believed to be 
accurate at the time, we cannot be responsible for errors due to human or technical error.  
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